
HEIFER HIGHLIGHTS 

Our heifers are special as they are a product of our hard work in the development of animals 

that will perform well in raising calves.  As usual they are the ones that are hardest for Jim to 

part with as they are all his pets.  We are opening bids for them at $2000.  Payment is due day 

of sale with pick up arrangements to be made soon after. LAF826 has sired most of these heifers 

and he is turning out to be an awfully good bull.  He is also a half-brother to the LAF402 bull.  

All of the heifers have freeze brands and pre-breeding shots.  

311   Sired by Patriarch and a very good Chism dam (133) is a pathfinder.  The dam behind this 

young heifer has been a very productive as well as protective 13-year-old cow for us. Her AAA # 

is 20813722. 

314   LAF105(Accomplishment) heifer out of a LAF402(Absolute) first calf heifer (140).  This young 

cow has a pathfinder in her background (033) who is one of our oldest cows on our farm. She has 

been an exceptional cow.  Her AAA # is 20845496. 

318   LAF826(Diverse) daughter out of a young Black Granite cow (032).  She is a good young 

mother with good udder and disposition.  There are pathfinder dams on both sides of her lineage. 

Her AAA # 20788920. 

322   Sired by LAF105(Accomplishment) out of a LAF402(Absolute) first calf heifer (138).  This is 

a really nice heifer that has pathfinders on all sides of her genetics.  Our LAF402 bull has produced 

some very nice cows.    Her AAA # 20788922. 

327   Heifer sired by a home raised bull LAF826(Diverse) and a Black Granite dam (809).  Nice 

heifer out of a good average cow with a good disposition.  Her AAA # 20788924 

330 Exceptional heifer sired by LAF826(Diverse) out of a LAF120(Cedar Ridge) dam 653.  She 

comes from a long line of good cows.  Only reason we are selling her is she can’t be papered.  

334  Sired by LAF826(Diverse) and a LAF120(Cedar Ridge) (746).  Nice young heifer out of a good 

LAF120 daughter. This is a really good heifer that has a long line of good producing cows behind 

her.  Her AAA # 20788928. 

340 Sired by LAF826(Diverse) and a Stout dam (815).  This will be a nice cow as she has some 

really good cows in her pedigree.  Her AAA # 20788917. 

341   Sired by LAF826(Diverse) and a very productive daughter out of XXP (619) who was a very 

productive Sinclair bull.  Her AAA # 20788931. 

343  A heifer sired by LAF826(Diverse) and a Cedar Chest cow (442).  A nice young heifer with 

pathfinders on both sides. Her mother is a very docile cow that has done well with all of her calves 

and has raised several top selling bulls. LAF826 is turning out to be an awfully good bull.  He is 

also a half-brother to the LAF402 bull.  This is one that is hard to part with. Her AAA # 20788918. 
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